Let your mom know how special she is to you.
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(800) 423-1319 | www.remnantpublications.com
Mother's Day

The Remnant Study Bible

This Bible is unique in ways that set it apart from all others. This Bible contains more than
1,800 special comments from E. G. White. In addition, this Bible has an abundant array of Bible study aids, including a complete set of chain reference Bible studies; charts on prophetic symbols, the miracles, and parables of Christ; and sections on the prophecies of Daniel and the Bible’s teaching about the sanctuary.

**Prices starting at: $49.95**

More Details and Purchase
Noah: Another Storm Is Coming
Hardback with Dust Jacket
by E. G. White

Treasure it—Remnant Publications has compiled not only the story of Noah and the Flood but this timeless classic also includes the whole plan of redemption from the moment that sin began until the blight of sin is no more. This beautiful hardcover
volume makes a great gift for mothers. The features include a gorgeous dust jacket, full-color printing inside, pull-out quotes, 14 full-page color images, and other great features to cherish.
Chapter 1
Based on Genesis 6 and 7.

The Building of the Ark
The Flood—Part I

In the days of Noah a double curse was resting upon the earth in consequence of Adam's transgression and of the murder committed by Cain. Yet this had not greatly changed the face of nature. There were evident tokens of decay, but the earth was still rich and beautiful in the gifts of God's providence.

The hills were crowned with majestic trees supporting the fruit-laden branches of the vine. The vast, gardenlike plains were clothed with verdure, and sweet with the fragrance of a thousand flowers. The fruits of the earth were in great variety, and almost without limit. The trees far surpassed in size, beauty, and perfect proportion any now to be found; their wood was of fine grain and hard substance, closely resembling stone, and hardly less enduring. Gold, silver, and precious stones existed in abundance.

The human race yet retained much of its early vigor. But a few generations had passed since Adam had access to the tree which was to prolong life; and man's existence was still measured by centuries. Had that long-lived people, with their
Price: $16.99 each

More Details and Purchase

Add Life
Gluten-Free Recipe Book
by Sheri Yohe

In this beautifully illustrated book you will find the most amazing presentations for preparing raw food, simply, easily, and with detailed instructions.

BOOK

eBOOK
Add Life: Gluten-Free Recipe Book

by Sheri Yohe

You will find the most amazingly scrumptious recipes in this book in transitioning to a raw food way of life and for preparing tasty raw food delights from crackers to cheesecake. The recipes are simple and have detailed instructions.

Chef Sheri suffered from acute chronic fatigue syndrome and overcame her illness using healing, wholesome foods. This book goes beyond the recipes to share with you the way that the right kinds of food can add energy and quality years to your life.

Price: $24.99
Click here for the eBook version at $19.99

Remnant Publications is looking for a few good people! As we expand, we need committed staff members who are passionate about our mission and want to grow with us. Open positions include sales professionals and production team members.

For more information please click here, or send resumes to: jobs@remnantmail.com

More Great Items for Mom at Remnant Publications
The Narrow Way (Music CD)
by Christian Berdahl

Bible Cases
(for The Remnant Study Bible, includes large-print edition)

Every Day With Jesus
by Bradley Booth

Bible Marking Kit
Includes double-ended highlighters, a fine-tipped writing pen, and a 6" ruler

Bible Study Companion Set
by E. G. White

Oh Love That Will Not Let Me Go (Music CD, English & Spanish available)
by Alessandra
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